
MEMOR A N D UM

Early this morning, Roche CEO Mr. Severin Schwan led the company's 1Q15 financial update. our Global
Diabetes Care revenue totaled 507 million CHF (~$539 million) in 1Q15, declining 6% as reported and
growing 1% operationally year-over-year. We would not read too far into the "growth" despite the modest
comparison to 1Q14 (when sales were flat as reported and grew 5% operationally) - this, of course, is only
"modest" in light of where the BGM industry has been recently (double-digit-to-low sales declines). Overall,
our take on the business is that there are positive indicators, though it has by no means fully recovered. In
North America, sales of just 94 million CHF (~$100 million) marked the lowest for the segment in the past
decade (tied with 1Q13); revenue declined 6% as reported and 11% operationally after growing 6% as
reported and 13% operationally in 1Q14. Sequentially, sales came down 23% relative to 4Q14. The financial
numbers at Roche do not provide more reason for optimism than those at J&J (who reported last week) or
Abbott (who reported today) - indeed, combined global revenue for totaled ~$1.3 billion, falling 7% relative
to pooled revenue in 4Q13 (~$1.4 billion). Offhand, we were hoping this would be a bit better though we
think the decline has been driven by the significant strengthening of the US dollar as opposed to US/North
America weakness - stayed tuned for our full report for a detailed pooled revenue analysis. On the pipeline
front, Roche confirmed plans announced in 4Q14 to launch the next-gen Accu-Check Active BGM worldwide
and Accu-Check Connect system (standalone meter + smartphone app + web portal) in the US in 2015.
Roche has brought products to market at a nice cadence over the past 12 months (three launches), and we
are impressed with its continued commitment despite the financial challenges. For more details on
continued pricing pressures in the US and a robust pipeline, stay tuned for our full report.
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